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Abstract 

This thesis describes the research part contributing to pose computation for 

accurate part positioning and reliable camera based robot workcell calibration. The pose 

computation technique presented here ùivolves (1) the detection and recognition of 

amficial targets placecl on the robot end-effector, on the fixture, and momd the robot 

workspace; and (2) the computation of the camera pose (position and orientation) with 

respect to the targets ushg stem triangulation. The artificial targets used for pose 

computation are designed for sirnplicity and distinctiveness so that they can be easüy 

detected and used for pose computation. The major contribution of this technique is the 

use of passive vision with simple but distinctive targets for fast pose computation. 

Ume many other pose computation techniques, this is based on detecting simple and 

unique targets. The process of target preparation and detection is describeci dong with 

the formulation of stueo triangulation md pose computation. Results of target detection 

and stem pose computation are also presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General Overview 

Industrial robots have b e n  successfulIy employed in industry to perform a vafiety 

of tasks kom welding and spray painting to material handling. However they have 

Limited to appiications which do not require very accurate robot positioning and 

cornpliant motion. Robot calibration and accurate positioning of the robot end-effector 

and parts within its workspace are required to ailow successful execution of high 

accuracy robot tasks. Hence, robot and workpiece information is requued, so that 

inaccutacies, disturbances and variations in part size (or dimensions) and position and 

robot kinematics (and possibly robot dynamics) can be determineci and accounted for. 

The pose information needed for robot calibration cm be obtained using many 

alternatives, ranghg from the simple the-point-touch technique for calibration to 3-D 

vision sensing. In the recent years, a variety of low-cost vision sensors have appeared. 

With the recent advances in computer technology (in ternis of incrrasing computing 

speed and expanding memory sizes) as weli as the advances in solid-state technology (in 

ternis of enhanceci sensitivity and nsolution and impmved signal-to-noise ratios), it is 

becoming technicaüy and commerciaiiy possible to use these semors in industrial 

applications that require accurate and d i a b l e  3-D measurements. It is beiieved that 

efficient algorithms need to k developed to make e f f ' v e  use of these sensors and to 

enrich the industrial robot with the requued intelligence to signincantiy improve their 

performance. 



1.2 Research statement and motivation 

This project presents the research part coneibuting to the development of a 

sensor-integrated robotic system for automotive-body-in-white assembly using simple 

and low-cost off-the-shelf) vision sensors. 

The pose computation technique measures the camera pose with respect to 

artificial targets fut4 at specific locations around the robot worlrspace and also fixeci on 

the end-effector and programmable furture. The objective is to use these targets to 

achieve fast and accurate pose meamrexnents. The artificial targets are designecl for ease 

of detection and simplicity of the pose computation. Target detection is based not oaly 

on the geometry of the targets, but also on the invariance of the refiectance ratio 

boundaries of the targets. This technique promises to yield fast and simple tmuget 

detection, simple formulation for steno trianplation and accurate pose measurements, as 

will be described below in full detail. 

1.3 Thesis Outline 

This thesis is divided into 6 chapiers and two appendixes. This chapter provides a 

general o v e ~ e w  of the curnnt work, motivations. research objectives, and the thesis 

ou the.  



Chapter 2 starts with a brief description of the camera pose computation, and 

presents a literan~e nview of pose computation and stereo vision, along with the possible 

combination of the two. 

In Chapter 3 an overview of the pose computation system and its possible 

application to robot cell calibration is described. The chapter starts with presenting a 

generd configuration of the robot ceU and amficial targets, and continues by describing 

the different levels of pose cornputation and workcell calibration among the different 

robotic cell componcnts. 

The process of designing and detecting artificid targets is presented in Chapter 4. 

After a brief description of targets. along with their design critena, the algorithms for 

detecting these feahues are presented along with experimental results fiom testing of the 

feahue detection technique. 

Ckpter  5, titled "Stereo vision geometric caiibration". basically presents ways of 

creating a calibration of the stereo vision system and descriôes the stereo matchhg of 

image pairs in order to get the location (x, y and z cwrdinate) and orientation of target. 

Chapter 6 summatizes the work and gives its main conclusions and 

recommendations for funire research. 



2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1 Vision for 3-0 Measurements 

In vision based robot caiibration, pose computation is a crucial step for 

deteminhg the camera pose with respect to a known inertial fiame, and the pose of the 

robot endeffector with respect to the camera or another reference M e .  Pose 

computation is also very important in positioning parts and objects so that the execution 

of tasks such as assembly or welding c m  be carried out with the required speed and 

accuracy. On the other hand, range sensing has become a vital tool to various robotic 

applications quiring accurate and reliable 3-D measurements. Suice it is proposed to 

employ stereo vision for pose computation, a literature review of both topics is pnsented 

dong with the possible combination of stereo ranging and pose computation. 

2.2 Stereo Ranging 

Range sensing deals with the measurement of the distance ftom a reference point 

to objects in the scene [Jarvis, 19931. Stereo vision is one of the most prominent ranging 

methods, and it is most promising and practical due to its potentialiy high speed and high 

accuracy levels. The main purpose of stereo vision analysis is to recover range (depth) 

information of objects in a three-dimensional (3-D) scene based on an image pair taken 

h m  two distinct views. In stereo vision, depth information is obtaincd fimm 

trianguïation of componding points in the stereo image pair. Significant research has 



been done on steno vision. and new stereo vision systems are still a p p r h g  wershall. 

1992; Ross, 19931. Furthex-, new applications are emerging which range h m  automatic 

inspection Marshall. 19921 and autonornous navigation of mobile robots [Bien, 1991; 

Knegman, 19891, robot calibration [Bennett. 1991; Zhuang, 19911 to robot controlling 

system [Lantos. 19971. The advantage of using stereo vision in industrial applications is 

availability, affordability and hi& performance of today's CCD video cameras, in 

addition to the ever increasing and improving computer technology in terms of speed, 

memory sizes and software development. 

Stereo matching (comspondence between the stereo images) is a key step in 

stereo vision analysis. There exist two general types of stereo matching: intensity based 

or ma-based matching [Hannah, 1989; Luo, 19951 and feature-based matching [Li, 

1994; Tubaro. 19%; Vedcateswar, 19951. Feature-based stereo matching is a practical 

method where the speed and reliability of range finding in stereo vision depends to a 

great extent on the speed of feature extraction and that of estabüshing correspondence 

between the image features. The features used in the matching procedm often consist of 

points [Bien. 19911. edges and line segments [BMt, 1990; Marapane 19901, 

combinations of points and edges [Goldgof, 1992; Lee, 19941, or a hierarchy consisting 

of lines, vertices. edges der surfaces [Venkateswar, 19951. However, although these 

local feaaires an usually sparsely and irregularly distributed over the images but result in 

accurate depth meastuement. In contrast, brightness-based processîng is global and 

nsula in dense disparity rnaps, but such mps are difficult to achieve, particularly in 

passive system. However, the features considered in most stereo vision systems and 

ft8turt recognition systems are often local, very plain, and highly invariant, but not very 



distinct, making the correspondence task quite challenging. Hence, new techniques have 

recently appeareà tbat combine both intensity- and feature-based matching [ C o c b ,  

19921. Others have attempted to incorporate luminance characteristics in feature-based 

rnatching [Tubaro, 19921 to integrate shape from shading techniques [Cryer, 19931 or to 

use disparity map along epipolar Iines [Fielding, 19971. Other advanced techniques have 

also appemd tu solve the feature -based matching problem. by using the paradigm of 

pndiction and verification of hypotheses [Bensrhair, 199 11 or b y employing relational 

feaiures and searching relational graphs [Li. 1994; Pariaknina, 19941. Recently, a 

Bayaesian estimation technique was developed [Scharstein. 19981 that outperforms the 

techniques based on area-based matching and also the use of matching probabüity and 

compatibility coeficients for stereo matching is presented [Do, 19981. 

2.3 Pose Computation 

Pose computation may be regarded as determinhg the transfomation matrix 

(involving three rotations and three translations) between the sensor(s) and a scene 

cwrdinate frames, given a set of corresponding image and object featuns and the 

intrinsic properties and parameters of the imaging devices (e.g. CCD cameras). The 

comsponding features represent the 3-D scene or object information (data relative to a 

known reference frame) and the image information (e.g. 2-D projective data obtained 

from intensity images or 3-D range data). 

Most research described in the üterahire on pose computation has focused on 

solving the inverse perspective projection problem using monocular vision, whar the 



image data consist of features such as lines and points extracted h m  intensity images. 

The inverse projection tries to obtain 3-D information from 2-D image features by 

applying inverse perspective transformation on these image feahues back to 3-D space. 

Significant work was reported on solving this problem with applications to object or 

target localization in monocular vision [Fem, 1 993; Haralick. 1989; Liu, 1990; Jacobs, 

19971. Relatively little work was done on solving the pose estimation and computation 

problern from range data in 3-D vision. 

One major challenge associated with the inverse projection problem is 

establishing the comspondence between 3-D scene features and their projected image 

features. Generally, researchers assume that the environment is confineci, and the 

recognition of objects of interest is complete, and the comspoadences between image 

features and objedscene features have been obtained. However, that is not the case 

when dealing with a real scene or manulacturing environment. Therefore. special targets, 

which are more distinct than points and Iines, have been used to facilitate this 

correspondence problem. What follows is a description of the inverse projection problem 

and its solution using simple features such as points and lines. The pose computation 

problem using specialized artificial targets will also be discussecî. 

2.3.1 Pose Computatlon by Inverse Projection and Uslng Simple 

Prlmltlves 

As describecl earlier, most research work on pose computation has focuscd on 

solving the inverse projection problem. where the image (projected) data consist of 



brightness feahires obtained from intensity images. Kanade, [1981] solved analyticdy 

the inverse orthographic projection problem. The orthographic projection is a sufficiently 

close approximation to the perspective projection in cases when the depth of the viewed 

object(s) is much smaller than the distance from the camera lens (Le. the irnaged surfaces 

are almost paralle1 to the image plane). However. human and carnera vision can be more 

comctiy and accurately mode1 using the perspective projections, tbus more emphasis was 

placed on solving the inverse perspective projection (IPP) problem. 

Many different techniques have been developed for solving the pose computation 

problem. Many techniques attempted to find a fmite number of solutions using a 

minimum number of point features or straight-line segments. Haralick, [1989] denved a 

variety of relations that govem the perspective projection using various geomeûic 

features such as points, lines and angles extncted from brightness images. Hunenlocher 

and Ullman, [199û] showed that the three-point had a simple solution for orthographic 

projections. Fischler and Bolles, [1981] showed that there might be as many as four 

solutions if tbree comesponding points were used and that solving the IPP problem 

nquired in general six point correspondences. They also proposed an analytic 

formulation for a unique solution using four coplanar points. An analytic solution was 

also proposed by Horaud, [1989] for four non-coplanar points. Similarly, Horaud, [1987] 

proposad analytic procedures for solving the IPP problem using thne non-coplaaar lines 

and later also Horaud, [1997] presents in detail an iterative paraperspective pose 

computation method for both non-coplanar and coplanar points. Dhome, [1989] gave a 

method for determining all the solutions using three arbitrary lines, and Sumi. [1997] 

proposed a new method to recognize 3D objects using segment-based sterw vision. 



In many other cases. all available comsponding feahues, which are more then the 

required minimum, an used to solve the IPP problem using some optimization 

techniques. Roberts, [1965] proposed a classic solution in a model-based context using a 

minimum square-error technique for finding the ~s fo rmat ion  between the m d e l  points 

and the observed image points. Similarly. [Lowe. 1987; 19911 presented an elegant least- 

squans techaique (rquiring up to six pairs of image and model points) to iteratively 

solve for the viewpoint and object parameters fiom point-to-point and lim-to-lhe 

comspondences. Haralick, [1989] classitied the pose estimation problem into four 

different estimation problems from corresponding point data. They presented closed- 

fonn least-squares solutions to the over-constrained 2-D-2-D and 3-D-3-D pose 

estimation problems, they also gave a globally convergent iterative technique for the 2-D 

perspective projection (2D-PP)-3-D pose estimation problem and presented a simplifieci 

linear solution to the ZD-PP-2D-PP pose estimation problem. Liu, [199û] proposed a 

linear algorithm using eight or more line conespondences and a non-linear algorithm 

using three or more line correspondences, where line comspondences were given or 

denved fkom point comspondences. This method provided a solution for the rotation 

matrix and translation vector separately. Finaily. then are some issues related to 

numericd and iterative solutions that are seldom addressed but are critical to obtain a 

reliable solution. These issues include the selection of the starting pose for convergence, 

the stability of the solution, and the efficiency of the solution in terms of computations. 

Other techniques used more cornplex primitives than points and line segments. 

For example, Faugenis and Heber?, [1986] presented a method for object position 

computation basai on surface primitives extracted from 3-D range data. Hmlïck., [1989] 



solved the IPP problem using rectangles. Richetin, [1991] solved the PP problem ushg 

zero-curvatue contour points for the localization of objects modeled by generaiized 

cyliriders. Fem. [1993] presented analytic procedures for the perspective inversion using 

straight-line segments (four coplanar lines or three orthogonal line segments). as weli as 

cirmlar arcs and quadncs of revolution. Phong. [1995] presented a technique for 

optimally estimating the object 3-D poses (in tems of transformations betwecn the 

camera and the object coordinate frames) from point andlor line correspondences. 

Recently Choy, [1997] extnicted the depth information using an improved triangulation 

method based on stereo vision angles. 

2.3.2 Pose Computation Using Artificial Targets 

Simple feanires such as points and line drawings may not be very practical in 

some applications due to possible ambiguities in the correspondence between scene and 

image features. Therefore, special targets, which are more distinct and unique than points 

and lines, have been used to simpliffy the correspondence problem and to improve the 

pose computation process. Some of these targets consisted of light spots of LED 

patterns arrangcd in a specific array, and they were employed in space applications and 

teleoperation in nuclear and hazardous sites. Other targets, which consistod of contrast- 

based patterns, have also been conceived and used for pose computation, but were mostly 

iimited to applications of autonomous vehicle navigation. Most pose computation 

techniques, which use such artifïciai targets may be regarded as model-bad techniques 

wherc targets are modeled in advance and used later for on-line computation. 



Numerous techniques using different types of artificial featuns have been 

reporteci in the literature of pose computation. In the eighties, Fukui, [1981] used a 

diamoud-shape planas marker with known dimension to compute the camera pose with 

respect to the mark by relating the length of the vertical and horizontal cüagonals in the 

image plane and the actual diagonals. Matas, [1997] placed special design patterns on the 

object that allowed to solve the pose compumtion problem essily. Magee, 119841 uscd a 

sphere marked with horizontal and vertical great circles and obtained the camera pose 

with respect to the sphere by computing the closest distance between the sphere's 

projected center and points on the projected great circles of the sphere. Abidi, [1990] 

used patterns of light spots, called light targets, for autonomous location of mating 

elements in space manipulation applications. Abidi and Chandra. [1990; 19951 also 

proposed a pose estimation technique based on the volume measurement of tetrahedra 

composed of feature-point triplets (extracted from an arbitrary quadrangular target) and 

the leas center of the vision system. Wang, [1993] used targets similar to bar codes for 

autonomous vehicle navigation. The targets consisted of two rectangular stripes of equal 

width and were separated by a distance equal to their width. The stripes or bars were 

black on a white background or vice versa. The targets were placed on a vertical plane, 

with their long edges king vertical. The target depth (with respect to the canera) was 

assumed to k constant, and the canera's optical axis and the horizontal axis of the image 

plane were kept horizontai and parallel to the ground. This technique proveâ to be 

nliable. accurate, fast and practical in vehicle navigation application. However, it 

m f f e d  h m  the resûicting assumptions about the scene structurr and targets poses, 

hence could not be usehl in more! general applications. 



Other techniques based on artificial targets were commonly used in indoor 

envUomnents. Sughara, 119881 used targets and landmarks such as vertical edges of 

scene objects to determine the camera position, thus avoiding sophisticated image 

processing. His method was based on the assumption that the scene map and that the 

points where vertical edges occumd were given, and the cameni's optical axis was 

paralle1 to the ground. A possible location of the cameni was given by a correct 

correspondence between the edges in the images and those given in the map through an 

exhaustive search. Onoguchi [1990J used steno vision for creating a multi-information 

local map for the navigation of a vehicle. That stereo vision system was limited to the 

recognition of circles, lines and ellipses and their combinations in order io obtain the 

relevant depth information for navigation. Environment knowledge is built in the 

teaching stage which is done off-line through an operator. 

2.3.3 Shadlng and Brlghtness Information 

Most of the pose computation techniques described have solely relied on simple 

geometric features to computc the viewpoint and viewing parameters even when contrast 

based featwes were used. Shading and photometric pmperties have also been considend 

within the shape-hm-shading paradigm for shape reconstruction, based on general 

object independent constraints [Hom, 1 9851. However, these techniques have not been 

widely used and successfblly appiied for pose computation. Solving the pose 

computation problem using shading and photometric properties is a difflcult and iîi-posed 

one. It is not practical due to the high sensitivity of brightness-intensities to disturbances 



in the objoct poses and lighting conditions and due mainly to interreflections. However. 

the shading information and brightness feature properties. if effectively exploitai. can be 

used in the correspondence part of the pose computation problem and the identification of 

the objects in the scene, as well as the estimation of the object pose. Although the 

feaaire identification and correspondence step cm effectively use shadhg and image 

brightness infomtion, accurate pose computation cm ody rcly on the g e o h c  

properties of the extracted features. 

In this work. stereo triangulation of specialized targets and markers to compute 

the canera pose (in 3-D) with respect to the observed targets or vice versa These 

artificial targets have distinct features and cm be quickly and accurately located in the 

stereo image pair. The pose computation technique employs a simple-featun based 

stereo matching which takes advantage of the prior knowledge about the targets' 

geometric and photomerric properties to obtain reliable feature matching, thus providing 

dirrct and accurate 3-D pose information. The stereo vision also provides constraints that 

eliminate the need to solve the inverse projection problem. 



3. Ovenriew of the Pose Computation System 

The pose computation module will consist of detecting special targets in the 

stereo image pairs. then computing the positions and orientations of these targets with 

respect to the carnera coordinate h e ,  or vice versa These targets are dark rectangular 

regions on bright backgrounds (or vice versa), al1 regions having welldefined 

reflectances. These targets can be either attached to the robot end effector, the 

programmable fucture, or fixed at specific locations around the robot workspace. These 

targets are designed to have simple geometries that make their detection and 

reconstruction easy, fast and accurate (to the sub-pixel level). Hence, they will yield fast 

and very accurate pose measurements. The pose information will then be fed to the 

calibration module, which will determine a more accurate and correct mode1 of the robot 

celi, including the robots, programmable fixture and workpiece. Figure 3.1 presents the 

configuration of the robot workcell and the tentative locations of the targets used for pose 

measurements. Figure 3.2 shows the different levels of pose computation and workceil 

calibration among the different robotic ce11 components (i.e. in terms of targets f'ixed tc 

these difterent robotic celi components). 

The proposed pose computation system is novel due to the following charactcristics: 

- This pose computation technique uses a passive vision system that does not q u k  

special Lighting, extraction of object features, or the reconstniction of object shapcs 

from images. Instead, it relies on the detection of simple, yet unique targets, which 

are conveniently placed and fmed around the robot workspace. 



- The target detection is simple, potentidy fast and robust, hence is very practical and 

is likely to work effectively in the industry. 

- This system wiil be able to cover a large volume of the workspace (between 1 m3 and 

2 m3 ) ai large stand-off distance in the range of 1 .O to 2.0 m. which are significantly 

large compared to typically short stand-off distance in laser-based sensors (e.g. 20 to 

40 cm). 

(F) Fhturr Coordinates 
(P) Workpkcs mordhatas 
m Tool toodnrm 
(W) Wodd cooidfnitea 

(EE) M a e t o r  coordinatas (for pom mouunment) 

Muiti-face .(cube) 
Enhff  ector Targe t 

\ Flat Targat (k) 

Flat Target (j) 
Rat Ta-t (i) (at odgin ot worlcl 

( M d  to coordinates) . 

( f lxd to Rxture) 
Workplece (P) 

Figure 3.1 Conjiguration of robot ce21 and artr~cial targeu wed for parc compnmion 

[source: EIMaragiry, 19971 



This system has a number of advantages, as weli as technical and economic benefits. 

Fit, it is passive, flexible and practical, and it uses inexpensive components. It also 

observes a larger workspace volume than most conventional and commercial vision 

sensors. Second. this system can improve the quaiity of manufacnired products and 

signifkantly reduce their cost. For exmple. industrial robots have been used quite 

extensively in the automotive industry, but they have not been used in a flexible and 

efficient way. 

Figure 3.2 Mematics of the diferent robot workcell calibrasion steps 

[source: EIMaraghy, 19971 



They could not adapt to changes and disturbances in the scene, hence nsultiag in a poot 

and inaccurate task execution, leading to low quaiity production. The proposeci vision 

system would be an effective tool for industriai robots to become flexible, to be able to 

adjust to uncertainties and disturbances and to compensate for geomctric and dimensional 

deviations of the parts. Besides the improved product quaiity, this system would 

significanitly help d u c e  the number of assernblies or subassemblies that need to bc 

rejected or reworked, resulting in substantial cost savings. 



4. Artificial Feature Detection and Identification 

This section describes the process of detecting specialized artificial targets placed 

around the robotic workcell, which will be used for pose computation. These targets are 

described, dong with their design criteria and their brightness calibration (in ternis of 

their reflectance ratios). The algorithrns for detecting these features are then pnsented, 

dong with some experimental results from the testing of the feature detection technique. 

4.1 Artificlal Target Description 

Artificial targets are used to provide a reference pose (position and orientation) in 

the coordinate system in which the robot operates. By observing a single (monocular) or 

stereo (2 images) projection of a target or a mark, the robot should be able to determine 

its pose (position and orientation) in the coordinate system. The shape and chanicteristics 

of the target itself should yield enough information when it is imaged. Generally, a 

mathematical relationship between the target, its projection, and the camera has to be 

established to derive the pose computation information even €tom a monocular image. 

The use of a specifically designed tacget as the object of interest will greatly simplify the 

task of recognition and interpretation. Hence, the proccss of target conception and design 

is as important and critical as that of target detection and recognition. 

Target design is constrained by the following factors conceming the application at 

hand: 



- The target should be simple in shape so that it will be easy to install. For 

example, planar targets take less space and are much easier to install than 

thne-dimensional targe ts. 

- The target should be detectable under a variety of üghting conditions. Hence, 

it should have a reasonable size and not contain any fme detaüs, since fine 

details may not be clearly seen from a large distance by the vision system. 

- Since the robot workspace is cluttered with objects and parts, the machine 

vision system can easily confuse the target with other objects in the 

scendrobot workspace if the target is not highly distinguishable. Therefore, 

the system has to rely on the uniqueness of the target to effectively identify it 

and to reject the background. 

- The system must satisfy certain accuracy requirements and must use 

inexpensive components. 

The "flat target", consists of a pattern of rectangular stripes placed on a flat surfixe, and 

amnged in a way similar to the bar-code concept. These stripes are recmgies with 

known and weli-specified reflectance, and with fixed and welldefined widths and 

separated by weil-defuied distances. The flat target model is similar to that used by 

Wang, [1993], but is more elaborate as it incorporates the bnghtness properties of the 

target regions, and is detected and used for pose computation in a diffmnt yet a more 

genetal and elaborate way (i.e. in 3-D). A sketch of a flat target is shown in Figure 4.1. 

Without any loss of generaiity, the target's bars an selected to be darker than the 

surtomding ma, but the concept of thek detection is independent of that order. Note 

again that the fiinctional regions of the target are the stipes and the region separating 



them. The areas surrounding the stripes are not as functional in terms of the target 

geometry, but are also important for computing the brightness ratio and detecting the 

targets as well as preventing the bars and targets from merging with the background. 

Figure 4.1 Sketches of a flat target (i): (a) target appearance; (b) target properties to be 

detected; (c) farget graph used for nwdeling and reconrtruction. 

In Figure 4.1, (9 denotes the target ID. and that R!" is the reflectance of the two stripe 

ngion, while ~ f )  is that of the regions separating the stripes and surrounding them. The 

target attributes are the eight vertices. which are the intersections of two sets of parallel 

lines. 

The targets designed here are simple and unique. The simplicity of thesc targets 

stems fiom their simple ~ c m g u l a r  shape. Theu uniqueness is rnanifested on one hand 

by the unique geometry (Le. the combination of the three bars for the flat target) and, on 

the 0 t h  hand, 

targets ngions. 

dinctly to the 

characteristics, 

by the fixed. yet well defined reflectance ratios at the boundarics of the 

In fact. the geometry of the target is very important since it relates 

pose computation process. As for the uniqueness of the bdghtness 

the brightness ratios are invariant to changes in scene Lighting and 



viewing parameters. The simple and unique characteristics of these targets malce their 

detection and identification simple and quite easy. and most important diable and robust 

against lighting variations. The target data, in terms of the number of targets, their 

shapes, and their brightness ratio charactenstics, are stored as part of the priori 

howledge of the robot workceli to be used by the vision system. 

4.2 Target Modeling and Cali bration. Equipment us8d 

One way of creating a large number of targets with the same and extremely 

simple geometry was by using different shades of gray for each target created. in a given 

image each pixel has an associated rowfcolumn address and a gray-lcvel value which cm 

be nüieved for M e r  analysis. If an 8-bit representation is used. values range between 

O (black) and 255 (white). For the V a t  targets" a combination between white (255) and 

shades of gray starting with O (black), 15, 3 1 ,. ..255 was created. The white (255) was 

used as background for the two rectangular stripes that forms the "flat target". The 

rectmgular stripes were created in different shades of gray starting with O which is black 

for the fint target and always iocreasing the gray level with 16 for the foilowing targets. 

This resulted in 17 targets. The other approach in modeling targets was using a certain 

level of gray for the background and different levels of gray than the background for the 

hnctiond mas of targets. For the background the 127 gray, and for the nctangular 

stripes g r a s  h m  O (black) to 1 1 1 in increments of 16 were used. The resulting number 

of targets to k testeci was 17 using the fitst approach, and 7 more targets using the 

second approach. To create the targets Power Point (97) was used which bas the 

capability of controlling the gray leveis and also the dimensions of the targtts. As 



dimensions the unit of one inch was used for the width of rectangular stripes and the gap 

between them, the length of the nctangular seipes being the double of the width. 

Figure 4.2 Examples offorg et design. 

a) Targets created on white background. 

b) Targets created on gray (12 7 )  background. 

Using these 24 targets, brightness measurements were done and the results stored 

in a database to be used later for matching. This Uiformation consists mainly of 

brighmess information in terms of brightness ratios at the boundaries of the target 

regions. Brighmess is defined as the arnount of radiant energy (light) which an imaging 

system receives per unit apparent area. Brightness is equivalent to irradiance which can 

also be defined as the arnount of incident radiant energy per unit ana of the receiving 

surface Born, 19861. This brighmess ratio information is obtained interactively by 

selecting points at the boundaties of the targets. then reading the brightness gredient and 

the brightness ratio at each selected point- The user-selected points do aot always faii on 

the exact targtt edge. Hence a small routine is aâded to determine the amal edge point 



before computing the gradient and brightness ratio. A number of points is selected at the 

boudaries of each target ngion, then the value of the brightaess ratios and the standard 

deviation is computed. The standard deviation value is used to select the tolerance value 

for labeling a detected edge as a target edge. 

The first set of targets was made by printing the rectangular regions with gray 

shades on white paper using a laser pinter HP Laserkt 4/4M. Mer conducting 

measurements and actually testing these targets for the recognizability by the Poscom 

system the conclusion was that the resolution of maximum 600 DPI given by this printer 

is not good enough to create diable targets. 

The second set of targets was made by using Conica 812, resulting in prints 

characterized by 3600 DPI. For each target and each camera measurements were done 

using different camera senings, camera modes ( p l  or pO.45), and positions. The 

detection of targets relies on the brightness-related information collected fiom the 

images. The criteria in deciding how many and which targets out of the 24 test targets 

will be considemi to be used at once in the system was based on the brightness ratios and 

the requirement that the brightness fields that are chatacteristic to each target not to 

intersect each other, so that tatgets are not going to be confused with each other. 

For each case and each camera a number of 16 probes were taken dong the edges 

of the hinctional regions of the targets. The recorded information that was recordeci 

includes the minimum brightness, maximum brightness, the ratio of these two, as well as 

the gradient magnitude. 



/ Cameta u d  to get the analized Image 

Camera mode (cm be set from the swicti on the 
Wofcamera) 

Apperture (cm be set from aie switch 
OntheWofcamera) 

Minimum brightness Gradient magnitude 

hkimum btightness 
Target 3: 

M o  of min. and max. Background. white (255) 
Strip: gray (31 ) 

Figure 4.3 The format of table and data recorded 

Figure 4.3 shows the table that was used for recording each of the measurements for each 

target. These measurements were collected in a database and were used later on for 

target matching. Measurements are included in the Appendix A. 

The calibration measurements were done ushg a pair of converging blacl-and- 

white CCD cameras and an image processing software. 

Csmona Two identical PULNiX black-and-white CCD cameras (mode1 TM-7CN) are 

used dong with a Matrox fnune grabber to acquire intensity images of the scene. This 

camera type contains a W' interiine transfer imager with a resolution of 768(H)x494(V) 

sensor ceiis and excellent low Iight sensitivity. It is also equipped with back panel 

switches to adjust the gamma mode (1.0/0.45), the capture and transfer mode 



(Framflield), and the gain control mode (AGUMGC) as weil as the gain constant for 

for the MGC. As a short explmation of the temis above, it should be mentioned that the 

video signal is proportional to the scene brighmess to the power gamma 

The gamma - 1 (iinear) mode gives a linear relationship betwccn the scene brightness 

and the video signal (converted to image intensities). This mode is me- to be used in 

machine vision applications where the image intensities are assumed to be proportional to 

the scene brightness. The gamma = 0.45 nsults in a video signal that is approximately 

proportional to the scene brightness to the power 0.45 (cm be regarded as the square mot 

of the scene brightness), and is designed for surveillance applications when the video 

signal is directly fed to a CRT-type video monitor, which in tum displays the signal with 

a 2.2 power factor. Frarne mode is the standard interlace mode of horizontal line transfer. 

For each frame, the odd lines are first transferred, then the second field when the even 

lines of video are transferred. This mode is used for nomal operations and for 

integration applications. The field mode of operation works as foilows: during each 

transfer, two adjacent iines are combined together and then shified out. This is used in 

applications that involve shuttering because, during shuttering, the camera's sensitivity is 

reduced due to the reduction of integration thm. Automatic gain conml (AGC) is the 

feature that dows  to condition the video signai depending on the scene brightness by 

increasing the resulted image brightness reaâings, but one of the disadvantages is that the 

effect of noise may be increased. 



image plocessing sohare. The software used is Image W o r m e  (IWF}. This is a 

PC-based software used for image analysis and developing cornputer vision applications* 

Figure 4.4 Image Workfiame (IWF) Image processing software. Basic tools. 

This software offers a wide selection of basic tools, as presented in figure 4.4. 

Subselections expand with each choice: for example, after selecting 'Captwe' there are 

choices for getthg of a live image (Live or Input device-O), captuhg a single h d f i e l d  

to a buffer   SM^), transfening the image From frame buffer to rnemory (Copy) or getting 

multiple video inputs (Stereo). The program also offers image statistics functions such as 

' R e d  Pixel' which gives an average image intensity in a 3 by 3 patch m n d  a selectcd 

pixel, or 'Histogram' which leads to the gray palette manager that allows to manipulate 

the loolcup table. An image histognun is displayed dong with the possibility to view the 

effects of thrcsholding. When selecting 'ThreshoId'. and applying the thnshold value to 



the image, the original brightness values are destroyed and a thresholded image is 

cnated. The 'Sobel edge' openitor is a htsi order differential operator which pcrfonns 

edge detection. After ihrrsholdiag the differential image, and performing a thinning 

operation, a one-pixel-wide eâge appears. 

Besides the basic tools presented above, the IWF software also has more 

complicated functions that starts with bnghtness ratio measunments at the dgcs in any 

direction ('TargtTestingl), capturing one ('Capturehage') or more than one (stereo) 

images ('CapntreStereo'), and ends with pattern recognition in one ('FindPattrenl') or 

two ('FindPa#ren2') images. 

Figure 4.5 Image Workjiame (IWF) Calibration tools. 

In Table 4.1 each colurnn repnsents the average brightness ratios nsulting h m  

measumnenu carried out under different conditions. However, for targets with the 



nctangular strips of very light gray (gray Ievel bigger than 223), the contrast between the 

background and the rectangles is very low, and the brightmss ratio is unusable. 

Table 4.1 Brightness ratio averages for cameru A. 

Seven targets cm be used by the system ai the same t h e .  The brightness ratios for the 

selected seven targets are presented in Figure 4.6. 

I 
Camera A, averages 

Figure 4.6 Bràghtness rmos resultedfiom measwements &me with camera A. 



~ h e  sarne set of measurernents was done for the second cameta. The resuits are 

represented in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.7. 

Table 4.2 Brightness ratio averages fur camera B 

Camem 8, averages 

0.900 - 

a ::c: :: 1 >--; 1 B 

+Tltgn4 
-II-- Target 6 
* Target 8 

w u , ,  . r\ 

X --TL-- *TiugCt 10 - Target l2 
T a t g c t  14 

Figurd.7 Brighmcss ratios resulted fron rneusuremerits &ne with c m  B 



AAer deciding which targets and how many of them to use at once, the measwments 

done with camera A and camera B were compared (Table 4.3). 

max @r. Ra&) 

Am (br. RRel) 

1 

min @r. Ra&) 

max @r. Ratio) 
Avr. (br. Ra&) 

o m l l  mln. 

ov«rll mu. 
, 
ov«rll W. 

0.1 96 

0.1 46 

Min. GR (1) 

145.829 

0.752 

0.- 

Min. GR (1 2) 

21 380 

Targat 4(A) 

0.1 83 

0266 

0.225 

T a W  4@) 

0.183 

0246 

OP1 3 

0.1 83 

0,260 

0.210 

Min, GR (4) 

147.497 

Table 4.3 Summary or memurement results for the A and B carneras. 

The results of the measurements suggest that the system cm handle sevcn targets at once 

without confushg them. 

Another set of measurements was done to find the effects of target 

Lamination/plastification. A comparation was made arnong the measurements resulted in 

testing a plain target, target covered with reflectant tape and target covered with mate or 

nomflectant tape. It was concluded chat covering the surfaoe of targets using eighter 

shiny or mate tape has an effect of slightly reâucing the brightness of the images by an 

approx. 2-396. Test msults are annexed. One inconvenience of c o v e ~ g  targets with 

refiectance tape is that incident lighting is uncontrollably reflected, nsulting in a negative 

effect on recognition. 

T w  1qA) 

O.= 

0.606 

0.562 

1 O@) 

0.488 

0.61 

0.554 

0.488 

0.61 

' 0.568 

Min, GR (10) 
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T q o t  6(B) 

0.298 

0.368 

0.326 

7irg.t WB) 
0.309 

0.32 

0.346 

0.298 

0.368 

0.336 

Min. GR (6) 

119.096 

T8rg.1 MA) - 
0.363 

0.485 

0.400 

7- MA) 

0.365 

0.485 

0.388 

0.353 

0.485 

0.100 

Min. GR (8) 

1 10.574 



These targets are only experimental, and they should be made of, or p ~ t e d  on, flat rigid 

plastic matexial. 

4.3 Target Detection 

The concept of target detection is based on the invariance of the reflectance ratio in 

neighboring smooth surface patches [Nayar, 19931. Unlike classical segmentation 

techniques (e.g. edge detection or thresholding), the proposeci method uses the brighmess 

information, otherwise often wasted, to quickly and nliably identiQ the targets. This 

results in reliable stereo matching and pose computation. 

The target detection algorithm consists of two steps: a coarse search and fine search 

routines. The coarse search step aims at identifjhg seed points of the target edges, by 

scanning for high gradient points. The coarse search step aims at identifjing seed points 

of the target edges, b y scanning for high gradient points. This search process scans the 

image dong a scan lines oriented at specified directions, typically horizontally, and 

labeling points of maximum gradient within a N x 1 window, where N is the typical edge 

width. If the laôeled edge point matches the brighmess propcrtics of the modeled target 

edges. then it will be considered as a seed point fiom which the fme search process takes 

over. Otherwise. that edge point is ignored and the search continues. 

When a seed point is found, the fine search process starts dong the tangent of this 

seeci edge point, looking for similar edge points on either of its sides. Similar edge points 

should have the same bnghtness ratio, the same gradient value at the edge point, and the 

same edge orientation. The sccd point and the detected neighboring points arc then 

grouped anâ'fined (using a least-square fit) into a straight iine segment, which is then 



labeled with its siope (in image coordinates), y-intcrcept value, end points, brightness 

amibutes and its target-mode1 association, cefermi to as target index. 

Once the image is completely scanneci, ail the labeled line segments present are 

then grouped based on similarity of brightness information to reconstmct the targets in 

the image. That is accomplished by organiUng the detected lines into a gmph structure 

repnsenting the targets. In this proccss, the line segments with the samc target-mode1 

and brightness attributes are first grouped, then sub-categorizing them based on 

parallelism, Le. dividing them into a maximum of two sets of paraiiel hes. The graph is 

then consmicted with vertices representing the nodes of the p p h  and the liae 

segmenthg the arcs connecting the graph nodes. 

4.4 Experimentation of Target Detection 

The robustness of target detection method was investigated against iliumination 

variation, shadows, and target changes in orientation. 

4.4.1 Illumination Varlatlon 

The illumination at a point on a surface is the luminous flux incident on an 

infinitesimal element of the surface centered at the given point divided by area of the 

surface element. The illumination at a point on a surface due to a point source of light is 

proportional to the luminous intensity of the soum in the direction of surface point and 

to the cosine of the angle between this direction and the d a c e  n o r d  direction. It is 

inversely proportional to the square of the distance betwœn the surface point and the 

soum. Luminous flux is the radiant power evaluaied according its capCity to produce 



visual sensation. In the process of image formation the lem plays a major mie. The lem 

is characterized by its f-iiumber (aperture) which is the ratio of its focal length to the 

diameter of lens. Aperture ailows the control of the amount of light that passes through 

the lens. To check the effects of iliumination variation the aperture of the carneras used 

in this study was changed, and the system's ability to ncognize the target was observed. 

The apemire change has an influence on the brightness that is dehed as the amount of 

radiant energy (light) which an imaging system receives per unit apparent area. 

Brightness is also equivalent to irradiance, which cm also be defined as the amount of 

incident radiant energy per unit area of the receiving surface. 

Two examples were chosen to iilustrate how welï the program recognizes the 

target. The k t  example the target recognition under good illumination conditions 

F i p n  4.8. 

Figure 4.8 Testing the effectts of iltwni~tion changes. Recognitbn of target with fmorable 

i l lnmi~on .  



Figure 4.9 Testing the effects of illumination changes. Recognition of target when illumination is 

low. 

It was observed and concluded that the target recognition program perfonns weli 

even under unfavorable illumination conditions. This gooà féature results fkom the fact 

that the recognition algorithm is based on the brighmess ratio values at edges which do 

not change even when illumination conditions are altered. 

4.4.2 Shadowing 

Shaciow is considend as an area of the target that does not have the féatwes that 

are used in target recognition. Featuns used in target recognition are the geometry of the 

target and the weiidefïned reflectance ratios at the boundaries of target rcgioas. To 

create shadows on the target strips of paper with differcnt nfltctancc than the fuactionai 

mgions of target werc used. 



Figure 4.10 shows that the target was successhlly recognized when strips of 

covereà part of it. 

Fig. 4.10 Testing the target for shudows. 

It is concluded that if functional areas of the target are not fully coved, then the 

target is nco@ed weil, but if. for example, an d g e  is totaüy hidden and cm not be 

used for recognition then the target is not recognized. This cm be explained with the fact 

that in the recognition process edge points are p u p e d  in line segments. and collineas 

line segments an combined into a line that is labeled with the target index. 

4.4.3 Changes ln Orientation 

nie target recognition systcm is extrcmcly sensitive to the changes in orientation. The tests that 

wcrt donc in tbis respect show tbat the mget rtcognition c m  not bc 



completely nliable. Figures 4.1 1 and 4.12 show the most fiequent problem in 

recognition. Having the same conditions (lighting, camera settings, and aperture) and 

only some smaii change in orientation of target can influence the recognition proccss in 

an undesucd way. 

In Figure 4.11 the target is pexfectly recognized. Around the two rectangular 

stripes the ncognized edge points are show. Also the lincs arc comtly rccogxlized and 

grouped. The recognition of the target is successful. 

Figare 4.1 1 Successfrtl recognition of target. 

In Figure 4.12, the conditions that w e n  used to get the image were the same as in 

Figure 4.1 1. The edge points and the Lines are recognized weil, but an error occurs in the 

grouping of the iines. Although this case is fairly straightforward, the target is not 

recognized well; instead of one two targets are acctpted. 



Figure 4.12 Enor thar occumd most ofkn in the recognition (1). 

Figure 4.13 Ertor that occurred most ofin in the recog~u*tion (2). 

Another problem o h  occumng is when besides the actual terget a second target is 

accepted as target, which camot amte any usable output in teims of industrial 

applications. 



In the case of Fig. 4.13, the problem is that one of the targets noted "Trgt O" in the figure 

should not be accepted by the system as target. The edge points are recognized weil, the 

iines arc also grouped well but an error appears and an extra target is accepted. 

Considering these problems. the target recognition softwm should be improved 

before ncornmending its use for applications where the orientation of targets changes a 

lot. In this study as targets are fmed on the fixture their orientation will not change; the 

only thing open to change is their position. 



5. Pose Computation 

5.1 Stereo Vision Geometric Calibration 

Three âimensional vision applications, such as robot vision, requin modeling of 

the relationship between the Wimensional images and the tbreedimensional world. 

Camera calibration is a process, which accurately models this relationship. The problem 

of camera calibration is to compute the camera intrinsic and extrinsic parameters b d  

on a number of points whose object coordinates in the (x, y, z) cootdinate system are 

measureci and whose image coordinates fi and g are Lnown. The extrinsic parameters 

give information regarding the camera position and orientation with respect to the world 

cwrdinate system, while the intrinsic parameters include focal length, sa le  factors to go 

from pixels to units of length, as weil as values expressing the different types of possible 

lens distortions. The term "camera calibration" refers to finding values of these 

parameters for a given camera setup so that the coordinates x,y, and z can be caiculated. 

In this m a  there has been much previous work. The techniques proposed to solve this 

problem range From simple linear equation solving to complex non-linear optimization 

approaches. An optimized two-step calibration algorithm is developed by Bacakoglu 

[1997], that starts with a hear calibration and based on these results constnicts the 

homogeneous 4x4 transformation ma*. A n o t k  camera calibmtion methoâ is the 

t h e s t e p  cament calibration method [Bacakoglu, 1997 which fht  approximates the 

calibration parameters ushg the iinear least-squares method then finds the optimal 



rotation ma& fiom the calibration parameters and as last stcp a noaliaear optimization 

is performed to handle lens distortion. An extension of the two-step caiibration is the 

four-step calibration procedure [Heikkila, 19971 which ads a step to compensate for 

distortion caused by circular features. and a step for correcthg the distorted image 

coordinates. Han [1992] presents a method of caiculathg the viewing parameters of a 

camera using a s p i d y  designeù circu1ar pattern, 

To fmd the calibration and lens comction coefficients, the calibration algorithm 

provided by Sensor Adaptive Machines Inc. (SAMI )  [56] was used. The provided 

routine is very easy to implement and requhs no prior knowleàge of the focal lengths of 

the carneras, the distance between hem, or their relative angular orientation. To use it a 

table containing a large number of x, y, z, values and the comsponding pixel locations in 

each image was created for approximately 100 samples taken uniformiy throughout the 

volume to be calibrated. A short description of the algorithm [56] used by this calibration 

routine given the following camera mode1 mapping (x.y,z) to undistomci pixel (tg): 



- (f,g) is frame buffer pixel coordhate(column,row) with arbitrary ongin. 

- (x,y,z) is world coordinate ie(mm). 

- a(k) k = 0.. -10 are unknown camera parameters. 

- D(f)(df,order,f,g) is a polynomiai lem distortion modei in f with a set of 

(order+l)(oder+2)/2 parametes,df. 

- D(g)(dg,order,f,g) is a polynomial lens distortion mode1 in, g, with a set of 

(order+ l)(order+2)/2 parameters,dg . 

A third order lens distortion model, for example, has the followhg f o m  

~(d~,f.gl=w)+d( 1 )f+d(3)fd(4)fg+d(5)g2+d(6)P+d(7)f2g+d(8)fg2+d(9)g3 

This algorithm finds the set of parameters, a (k), df and dg that minimizes the least 

squared error. 

The solution is detennined in stages: 

1. Fmd the a@) parameters based on the set of (x(i), y(i),z(i)) and (f(i),g(i)) i - 1 .. .n 
2. With the a@) parameters and (x(i),y(i),z(i)) find F(i),G(i) using xyz-fg model above; 

compute difference(DF(i),DG(I)) as (F(i)-f(i),G(i)-g(i)) 

3. Estimate lens distortion parameters df and dg, fiom difference @F(i),DG(i)) 

4. Cornpute new pixel coordinates, ( FF(i),GG(i)) as [f(i) + D(f)(df,3,f(i),g(i)), 

g(i) + Wg)(dg,3 a i )  ,g(i))) 

5. Iterate a second time: repeat step 1, but use (FF(i),GG(i)) 

6. Repeat steps 2.3 and 4. 



5.2 Collecting the calibration data 

To collect the world coordinates x,y,z, and the correspondhg pixel locations in 

the images resulting from camera A and camera B besides the two carneras. the Poscom 

image processing software md a measuring device was used. 

The steps in collecting the calibration data included: 

1. Recognizing the target using the targei recognition algorithm based on the brightness 

ratios of targets. 

2. Collecting the pixel locations of targets in image A and image B. 

3. Finding the x,y and z coordinates of target. 

5.2.1 Target recognition 

The target recognition algorithm has as output the pixel location of the center of 

the target Po so the comsponding x,y and z had to be measund. The center location of 

target was found difficult to fmd, by measumnents so. for the data collection purposes, 

the pixel locations of the four external corners PI, P2, P3 and P4 and the comspooding 

x,y,z coordinates were considered. The target recognition program when used for the 

steno images, first activates image A and finds the target and comsponding target data 

(pixel locations of comers), then activates image B and repeats the entire process to get 

the targct data. 



5.2.2 Collecting the pixel locations 

To get the resulting target data in a N e  that cm be used later in a spreadsheet or for 

M e r  calculations, two small functions were Wntten which store these data in an ASCII 

file. These functions were needed due to the fact that the same recognition algorithm was 

repeated two times. first for image A and second for image B and the target data resulting 

fkom testhg the image A was overwritten by the target data resulthg fiom testing image 

B. The functions are as follows: 

- 'collectpoints 1 0 ' 

- 'coilectpoints2() ' 

void collectpoints 1 O 

{ 

FILE *fin, "fout; 

char buffer[ 1001; 

tinlf~pen(~@ointdatadaT', 'Y)); 

f~ut-fopen(~~kel-location.dat~', "wt3; 

while( (fgetsfiuffer, 100, fin)) !- NUU) 

( 

//fgets@uffer, 90, fm); 

fprinff(fout, "%su, buffer); 

1 
fclose( fin); 

fclose(f0ut); 

1 

void collectpoints20 



{ 

FILE *fin, *fout; 

char buffer[lûû]; 

fout-fopen("pixe1-1a:ation.dat". "a1'); 

wMe{ (fgets@uffer. 100, fi)) !- NULL) 

f@tf(fout, "Zs", buffer); 

fclose(fin); 

fclose(fou t); 

} 

5.2.3 Collecting the x, y,z coordinates 

To collect the x,y,z coordinates of the target in the scene which comspond to the f,g 

pixel locations in the images nsulted fiom both cameras it was considend that depending 

on the instrument used for the measuremeats there are at least three ways that this 

measurement can be takeo: 

- Using a d e r  that has 1 mm divisions, 

- Ushg a vernier, 

- Using the CMM machine. 

Each coordlliate finding technique (using a d e r ,  vernier or CMM) bas its own 

advantages and disadvantages that are going to be discussed later. For ail three ways of 

measuring x,y,z coordinates the cameras were positioned side by side at different heights 

(2 coordinates), and the targets positioncd in the common field of view of cameras. 



Data collbcakon uslng 8 mler. In this case the measuririg device is a d e r  witb Imm 

divisions. The center of the coordinate system is situated at the level of cameras at a 

center point between them. Graph paper glued to the work plane was used to help in 

measuring. The advantages of this method are the really inexpensive measuring device 

and that it can be done everywhere without any speciai setup. The accuracy due to the 

measuring device (der) is Imm. but due to human interpretation error it c m  be much 

lower. 

Data ~0ll8ct10n ushg a vet'nler. The setup for the measurements is the same as in 

case of measuring with a de r .  As instruments of measuxement the foiiowing were used: 

- Mitutoyo vernier (digital), with a resolution of 1/50, measures up to 15cm. 

- Kanon vernier (analog), with a resolution of 1/50, measures up to 60 cm. 

As the flat target measureâ had no featwes like corners or walls, a block of 6Ox60x10mm 

glued to the workplan at a well-defined position with respect to the cameras coordinate 

system was used so that its surfaces were used to help doing measunments. 

This way of data collection is time consuming and even though the precision of the 

vernier is higher than the precision of the mlers the resulting data do not necessarily 

present a better resolution. 

ColIm1Jng dBfa wldh CMM. CMMs are machines that give physicai npresentatiom of 

a three dimensional rectilinear Cartesian coordinate system. 



P 

Figure 5.1 Systent components of a CMM 

A CMM consists of the foilowing essential system components: 

mechanical set-up with the three axes. and the displacement ûansducers. 

probe head, 

optional nmote control unit, and 

digital computer with peripheral equipment @tinter, plotter), and software to 

calculate and represent results. 

A measurement with a CMM follows these steps: 

1. Calibration of the stylus or probe tip with respect to the probe head referrnce point. 

2. Metrological determination of the workpiece position (workpiece related coordinate 

system XW . Yw . ZW ) in the measuring machine nlatcd coordhate system XM, Yw 

&¶. 



Measunment of the surface points on the workpiece in the meastuhg machine nlated 

coordinate system. 

Evaluation of the geometric parameters of the workpiece, and 

Representation of the measurement results after coordinate transformation into the 

workpiece related coordinate system. 

The target used by the vision system is a flat surface and has two rectangular stripes. 

As CMMs cannot be used to do measurements of points on a surface, the setup show in 

Figure 5.2 was used when actualiy taking the measurements. This setup consists of two 

parts: i) the upper block. which has an opening with the shape, and size of the target, and 

ii) the lower block, to which the target p ~ t e d  on a paper is attached. To assure that the 

upper block fits ail the tirne in the same way over flat target attached to the lower block 

dowel holes and dowel pines were used to mate the connection. 

Figwe 52  Tmgrt usedfir mtasutemen%s donc with the CMM 



Steps in coilecting the measunment data using the CMM include: 

Positioning the block with the target attacheci to it in the field of view of both 

cameras. 

F i h g  this block to the CMM-s work piece table. 

Taking the stereo image using the IWF image processing software and CCD camem. 

Recognizing the target in both images. 

Slowly positioning the upper block over the target. 

Collecting the measurements. 

Each corner point of the target is considend as an intersection among three 

planes, one of them being the plan of the taqet and the other two king two of the four 

inside planes of the upper blocks. Each of these sucfaces was probed eight times and the 

best-fit planes were considered ta get the intersection point, which was acniaïly the target 

point. 

To find the expected precision of rneasurements the upper and lower blocks were 

measund before starting any data recording. The measumnents were done to test the 

sunaces and to see what Lind of machining c m  are present. The results of these 

rneasurements showed that, due to machining, au error of 3 t 7p is present. For this set 

of measuremcnts the target was redesigned to have the dimensions of the upper b!ocks 

opening. nie new target was printed intending to diminate the cmrs due machining. 

The new target was glued to the lower block's surface using. The positioning of target 

was done manually, and this procedure cannot k consided emw h e .  so some arors 



would still appear. An e m  of 3 + 7p has to be considered as measurement error. The 

probe tip that has Irnm radius was used dong with two lOmm extensions. The 

extensions were needed due to the limiteci accessibility of target when in the field of view 

of both cameras. The probe tip is designed so that when measurements are done dong 

the major axes the error is minimized. In this case, due to limited space it was assumd 

that emr up to 5 p may occur because of the deflections of probe tip at the time of 

rneasurements. The setup for data collection is presented in Figure 5.3. 

Figure 5.3 Data collcaion ushg the C m .  



In the setup fiom Figure 5.3 height meamnment, which is the distance h m  the 

targets surface to the cameras, was conducted by tahùig sets of points at the level of the 

CMM's tabie. on the targets surface, and on the structure that had the cameras attacheci. 

To find the actual distance between the target and carneras, the file containing the 

measunments from above was passed to the program cailed "Surfacer". With the help of 

one of the basic features offered by this software, the height measunment was caiculated 

for different camera positions. 

The data coiîected with the above thm methods (ruler, vernier. CMM) was used 

to calculate the calibration coefficients that w e n  saved in separate fdes so that the 

coefficients resulting from each calibmtion method could be accessed later. 

5.3 Stereo Matching and Triangulation 

Stereo vision is one of the most prominent ranging methods. it is promishg and 

practical due to its potentially high-speed and high accuracy levels. The main purpose of 

stereo vision analysis is to recover range (depth) information of objects in a thrce- 

dimensional (3-D) scene based on an image pair taken from two distinct views. In stereo 

vision. depth information is obtained h m  triangulation of cornsponding points in the 

stereo image pair. A stereo image pair refers to two perspective projection images talren 

of the same scene from slightly different positions. The cornmon ana appearing in both 

images of the staeo pair is usuaily 40% to 80% of the total image ana A point p on one 

image and a point q on a second image are said to fomi a comsponding point pair (p,q) if 



p and q are each a different sensor projection of the same three-dimensional point. 

Triangulation refers to the process of detenainitlg the (x, y, z) coordinates of a thrte- 

dimensional point nom the observeci position of two perspective projections of the point. 

The centers of perspectivity and the perspective projection planes an assumed known. 

[Haralick, 19931. 

The triangulation procedure is the determination of a 3D point from the 

intersection of more than two rays. Consider the case when the lens geometric distortions 

are totally compensated and assuming that (fL, g ~ )  and (fR, gR) is the perspective 

projection of a 3D point (x, y, 2). The triangulation procedure malces use of the parailax, 

which is the displacement in the perspective projection of a point caused by a 

translational change in the position of observation. The basic stereo triangulation 

procedure (Haralüc, 1993) when we consider the position of the left camera lens is at: 

Considering the position of the right camera lem it is at: 

Assuming that the image plan is at a distance f in front of each camera lens, and that both 

cameras are oriented identicaily. with the x-axis of the ancra rcference thme oriented 

dong the liae defsned by the position of the camcra lenses. Let (x, y, z) k an 3D point 



and (fL, gi) and (fR, g ~ )  be its perspective projection on the left and right images, 

respectively. Then: 

In this situation gr-g~ so that the y-paraüax is zero. The solution for (2, y. z), given (fr, 

g ù  and ( f ~ .  g ~ ) ,  cm be obtained from the difference fL-6, which is called x-parallax. 

Hence: 

Once the depth z is detemined. the (x, y) coordinates are easily determineci from the 

perspective projection equations: 

The equation (5.1) to determine the depth from the x p d a x  is a classic relation that in a 

reai-world situation is actually close to king useless for tbrec simple rasons [Haraiik, 

19931: 



The obsenred perspective projections are subject to measurement errors, so that g L f g ~  

for comsponding points. 

The camera reference frames for the 1eR and right images may ofien have slightly 

dflerent orientations. 

When there are two different cameras that take the left and right images, it is almost 

always the case that the camera constant fR#fL. 

Considering the tnangulation model reprcsented through Equations 5.1 to 5.4 (5.1 

Stereo Vision Geometric CaIibrution) which is t a h g  in consideration the camera 

panuneters and the lens distortion model in f nspectively g, the world coordinates of a 

3D point can be detemiined. Fit, the camera parameters and distortion parameters are 

calculated when geometrically calibrating the cameras. Then using these coefficients, the 

x, y, and z are calculated. 

The prcgnun written in Borland C++ is presented in Appcndix C; it uses the 

output file from the calibration program, which contains ai i  the camera and calibration 

coefficients. The triangulation algorithm uses two input files. One of them is a N e  that 

contains the pixel locations of corresponding points, and the other file has all the 

calibration coefficients. In the first stage, the= is a memory allocation part that locates in 

the memory positions when matrixes C[4x3], V[3x3] and vectors w[3], b[4] used in the 

mathematicai part are going to be storeci. The next part is solving a set of mathematical 

equations that lead to a ma& representation C[4x3] that is decomposeci using the 

singular value decomposition (SVD) fiinction [Prrss, 19901 and m l t s  in the output (x, y, 

z) written in an ASCII file. For the orientation of targcb the position of two corners A B 



of target are calculated using the above rnethod the gradient of straight line poing through 

these two points was: m=(y2-y1) x 2 x = t a  a (5.12). 

Where m is the gradient of line, (xi,yi) and (x2,y2) the coordinates of two points and a is 

the angle which is the orientation of target. These functions are implemented in Imuge 

Workfanze (m) (Image processing software) and cm be accessed through the buttons 

under the 'Stereo'. There are two options: the first of them is "X.Y.2 " that calculates the 

(x. y, z) coordinates of corresponding targets and d t e s  them in a N e  called "coord.dat" 

and also gives an output on the scmn with the calculated data The other option would 

be "Orientation" that calculates the orientation of target. Figure 5.4 shows where the 

position and orientation finding algorithm can be accessed. 

F i g m  5.4 ï%e sofhuare devefopmet thor cakulotes the position of the tîuget. 



5.4 Experimentation of Finding the Targets Position 

Once the stereo triangulation is completed, the accuracy of the position and 

orientation bas to be tested. For this expriment the setup in Figure 5.5 was used. This is 

the same setup that was used for collecting the calibration data using a d e r  or vernier 

(5.2.2). In this setup the cameras are positioned on a fucture at a certain height above the 

targets. The targets are placeci on a surface covered by graph paper. The graph papa 

was used to help position the target at a well defincd (x, y, 2). Emt, the target was 

positioned on a welidefincd location and under a welldcfined orientation. 

Figute 5.5 Testing the accwacy of position und orient4tionfinding. 



Then, stereo image was taicen of the scene and, aftcr recognizing the targets in both 

images and finding the conrsponding points for the target, the position and orientation 

was found with the help of the algorithm. 

The position and orientation of the two PULNM CCD cameras were kept the 

same, as they were when the calibration data was collected. in this tixed position the two 

cameras were moved up and dom on the fixture this way the height was adjusteci. 

Table 5.1 shows the true position values against the cornputed values for six difiennt 

target positions and the three sets of caiibration data. 

Table 5.1 Cornparison of cafcu fated position agains! ttue position. 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 

In Table 5.1 al1 data are pnsented in mm. The average of the absolute deviations in the 

x, y, and z directions between the true value and the cahlated value under different 

setups show that this procedure of locating and positioning the adc ia l  target is a good 

method. 

The results show that the compounded position values are close to the truc values, 

indicating that the method used to calculate positions is valid. 

Posl tlon 
(20,140,600) 
(40,140,600) 
(1 0, 1 50,600) 
(20,140,650) 
(40,140,650) 
(10,150,650) 

C m  # 3 (CMM) 
(21.09,139.71,601.02) 
(40.~9,140.0~,599.08) 
(1 0.1 9, 1 50.43,600.95) 
(20.71 , 13929,651.05) 
(41.01,141.1,651.18) 

(10.94,151.02,651.73) 

CcWs # 1 (ruler) 
(21.ô4,140.7,603.12) 
(42.13,141.42,603.64) 
(1 0.89, 1 49.27, 602.87) 
(22.45, 143.1 1,652.1 7) 
(38.05,141.24,652.88) 
(9.08.152.45,653.09) 

C o d h  # 2 (vernier) 
(22.56,143.09,604.19) 
(41.97,143.23,602.71) 
(8.98.1 52.07,602.84) 
(23.81, 142.7,649.93) 
(41.98,140.06,651.67) 
(11.28,152.79.651.28) 



6. Discussion 

This thesis presented a new method for camera-based pose computation using 

simple artificial targets, off shelf carneras and an image-pnxessing software. 

The artificial targets were designed for easy detection and simplicity of the pose 

computation. The targets detected here are simple and unique. The simplicity of these 

targets stems fiom their simple rectangular shapes. A large number of targets were tested 

to determine their brighmess information in tems of brighmess ratios at the boundaries 

of the target ngions and also to fmd out the maximum number of targets that can be used 

in the sarne time by the system. The results of the measurements were stored in a 

database to be used later for matching. 

The robustness of the target detection algorithm was investigated against 

illumination variation, shadows, and target changes in orientation. Real situations were 

chosen to create an image of the capabilities offered by the target recognition algorithm. 

Flnally this aigorithm proved to be suitable for the purposes of this research. 

The geometnc calibration of the camera systern is a procedure that cornputes the 

carneras parameters based on a number of points whose object coordinates in the (x, y, z) 

coordinate system were measured and whose image coordinates (pixel locations) were 

known. Three possibilities are presented for collecting the caiibration data. The 

caîibration data consist of a large number of 3D positions (x, y, z), and the col~csponding 

pixel locations in both images. The calibration coefficients resulted from each of the 

appmaches were saved in data files to be used later for the position hding of targets. 



Stereo vision is one of the most promising and practical ranging methods due to 

its potentialiy high-speed and high accuracy levels. Trianplation refers to the process of 

determining the x, y, and z coordinates of a threedirnensional poim h m  the observed 

position of two perspective projections of the point. Using the stereo triangulatioa mode1 

presented in chapter 5 equations 5.1 to 5.4 a C++ algonthm was developed to fnd the 

position and orientation of the artificial targcts plactd in various positions in the cameras 

field of view. This algorithm is implemented in Image Workjkame (IWF) image 

processing software as a development and can be accessed by clicking on one of the 

buttons offered under the "Stereo" tools. The position finding algorithm is optiondy 

talriag into consideration one of the files containing the calibration coefficients. Results 

of position detection are also presented. This addition to the software offers to the user 

an extra feature that opens the door for more complicated applications of the software for 

such as calibration of a robotic workcell. 

In this work steno vision was used to find x, y, and z coordinates of a three 

dimensional point h m  the observed position of two perspective projections of the point. 

The position-finding technique presented hem is based on relatively chip components as 

an image processing software, cornputer, and simple surveillance carneras. This 

technique can be used to find robot and workpiece information, that can k used m e r  

for robot calibration and accurate positionhg of the robot, end efiector and parts within 

its workspace, to aUow succesfil execution of high accuracy robotic tasks. This is 

suggested as a topic for fiture research. 
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TARGET BRIGHTNESS CALIBRATION 
(MEASUREMENTS) 

Using the designed actifïcial targets (Chapter 4) brightness measurements were 

done and the results stored in a database to be used later on for matching. This 

information consists mainly of brighmess information in tems of brightness ratios at the 

boundaries of the target regions. This brightness ratio information is obtained 

interactiveïy by selecting points at the boundaries of the targets. 

The table fkom figue A.1 was used to record the target calibration measunmenu. 

These measurements were done for two purposes: 

1. Since the target recognition algorithm is relying on the brightness ratio and gradient 

magnitude information's these were coilected for every target and saved in a 

spreadsheet This information is needed by the ncognition algorithm in order to 

recognize the &cial targets. Whenever a target is used in the vision system the 

corresponding data (in terms of brightness ratio and gradient magnitude) is taken 

fiom the sprcadsheet and used. 

2. To decide how many and which artincial targets can be uscd by the vision system in 

the same time without the possibility of targets king codbsed. 



/ Camera used to get the anailred Image 

C m  mode (cm be set from the swkh on the 
kkofcamera) 

Aqpeiture (can be set from the switch 
on the W of m r a )  

Minimum brightness -+ 

W m u m  bdghtness 

Ratio of min, and max. 

Gradient magnitude 

Figure A.I The f o m t  of table und &ta recorded. 

In the figure A. 1 is also shown what kind of information were recorded for every set of 

measurement. These informations's are: 

- Wlrkh cumera was used to record the image (camera A or camera B). 

- The camem settings: 

Apperhrre (aiiows the control of the amount of light that passes through the lem), 

Cuntem mohs (capture or transfer mode). The cameras are equipped with back 

panel switches to adjust the gamma mode (1 .O/O.M). The gamma = 1 (Ünear) 

mode gives a hear relationship between the scaie brightness and the video signal 



(convened io image intensities). nie gamma - 0.45 nwlts in a video signai that 

is approximately proportional to the scene brightness to the power 0.45. 

- BdghOwss aeosmmenls: minimum, maximum, and the ratio of brightness 

measurements for the functional and nonfunctional areas of the artificial targets. 

Brightness is defined as the amount of radiant energy (light) which an imaging 

system nceives per unit apparent area. 

- Grudknf aagnüude: The idea underlinhg most edge detection techniques is the 

computation of a local derivative operator. The magnitude of the first derivative cm 

be used to detect the presence of an edge. The first derivative at any point in an 

image cm be obtained by using the magnitude of the gradient at that point. The 

gradient of an image f(x,y) at location (x,y) is defined as the two dimensionai vector 

(HaraIick, 1993): 

For edge detection we are interestecl in the magnitude of this vector, generaily nfemd as 

the gradient and denoted by: 

The table 4.1 and 4.2 and figures 4.6.4.7, and 4.8 (Chpter 4) nsulted h m  the 

data presented on the following pages. 



























TARGET PLASTlFYlNG OR LAMlNATlNG 
(EFFECTS) 

Other set of rneasurements in temu of brightness measunments was done to îïnd 

the effects of laminatinglplastifjhg of targets. Targets were covered with reflecting or 

nomflecting (mate) tape. A comparation was made among the brightness measurements 

resulteà in testing a plain target, target covered with reflecting tape and target covered 

with mate or nonreflecting tape. Conclusion of these measurements is that covering the 

surface of targets using either shiny or mate tape bas an effect of slightly reducing the 

brightaess of the images with an approx. 2-3%. The nsults of tests are annexeci. One 

inconvenient of covering targets with rcflectance tape is that incident iighting is 

uncontroliably nflected and this has a negative effect on recognition. 

Data is presented on the following pages dong with charts that graphidy 

present the changes caused by the laminating done to the target's surface. 
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POSITION COMPUTATION ALGORITHM 

Triangulation refers to the process of determinhg the (x, y, z) coordinates of a 

three-dimensional point fkom the observeci position of two perspective projections of the 

point. The routine uses an algorithm 1561 developed by Sensor Adaptive incorporation. 

The routine is based on the foilowing camera mode1 mapping (x.y,z) to undistorted pixel 

(tg): 

Where: 

- (f,g) is &une buffet pixel coordinate(column,row) with atbitmry ongin. 

- (x,y,z) is world coordinate ie(mm). 

- a(k) k - O. .. 10 are h o w n  camera parameters. 

- D(fXdf,ordtr,f,g) is a polynomiai lem distortion mode1 in f . 



- D(g)(dg,order,f,g) is a polynomial Iens distortion mode1 in, g. 

Using the previously calculated a (k) parmeters and assuming that (Fi, G1) and (fi, Gd 

is the perspective projection of a 3D point (x, y, z) the position of target is calculated by 

solving the set of equations (A.3, . . .A.6) 

The C++ (BorIand) algorithm 

isfons pixel locations into world coordinates// 
lude call0c.b 
lude cwindows.h> 
lude <string. h> 
lude 4d l i b .b  
lude qtdi0.b 
iude <process. h> 
ude unath.h> 
ude <dos.h> // used for computing the time ... 
ude dime.h> 

double **M; 
double 8[8][21; 

int dvector(int, int, double "*); 
int dmatrix(int, int, int, int, double "*); 
void nrenor(char) ; 
void frw-dvector(double ', int, int); 
void free_dmatiix(double ",int, int, int, int); 
/hoid svdcmp(float a,int,int,float w,float v); 
void dsvdcmp(double "a, (nt m, int n, double wu, double "v); 

int dsvbksb(double ",double ',double *',int,int,double ',double '); 

void get-coefi cfentso; 
v0id ~e t~ ixe fso ;  
int convert(); 

int main0 

int error; 

double ** C, "a, "u; II xy t fg  mapping equations 
âouble " V; // output from stdmp 
double ' w, 'v; 
double ' x; // world points 
double ' b: 



double ' testvect; 
double templ ,temp2; 
double FI  ,F2,G 1 ,G2; 
double scalededcam 1-x, scaled-m2-x, 

scaled-ml y, scaled-cam2 y ; 
double rSensorCoordinate-x, rSensorCoordinatey, rSensorCoordinateedz; 

int thaa; 
FILE 'ftr; 

11 if ( m_CalCoeffs.camefa[O].f~factors.f.off set - DBLMAX ) 
Il error = SENSOR-IS-NOT-CALIBRATED; 
// else 
ftr=fopen("coord.datw,"wfl); 

F 1 = scaled-am 1 -x + 
(MM[OJ+ scaled,carnlj ' M[2][1]+ scaled-ml y M[2lM+ 
templ MM[3] + scaled-cam1-x scaleâ-ml y MpJ[4] + 
temp2 + M[2j[Sj + scaled-camlj templ ' MM[6] + 
scaled-carni y templ ' M[2]I7j + 
scaled-caml-x ' temp2 ' M[2][8J + 
scaied-ml y ' temp2 + M[2](91); 



G2 = scaled-cam2 y + 
( M[8][0]+ scalededm2-x ' M[8][1]+ scaled,cam2 y ' M[8][2]+ 
templ ' M(81[3] + scaled-cam2-x * scaled-cam2y ' M[81[4] + 
temp2 + M[8][q + scaled-cam2-x ' templ ' M[8][61+ 
scaled-m2y ' templ ' M[8]m + 
s~âiûd-Câm2~~ ' têmp2 ' M[8][8] + 
scaled~cam2 y ' temp2 ' Mfa1[9]); 

Il find (x,y,z) coord. 



II return enor; 

return O; 
1 

void nrenor(char error-textu) 

Ilnumerical recipes standard emr handler 
{ 

1 void exit(); 

fprintf (~tden,~Nurnerical Recipes run-the error...inn) ; 
fprinff(stden,I1%s\nn,enor-tent) ; 
fprintf(stden, "... now exiting to system ..An "); 
exit(1); 

} 

int âveçtor(int nl, int nh, double "v) 

l/allacates a double vector with range [nl..nh] 
{ 
I = (double ')malloc((unsigned) (nhnl+l +l )8slzeof(dou#e)); 
if ( !Cv) ) 



retum O; 
1 

r 
double *dvector(int nI, int nh) 
/lailocates a double vector with range [nl...nh. 
{ 

double 'v; 
v = (double *)malloc((unsigned) (nh-nl+l )'sizeof(double)) ; 
if ( !v ) nrenor("allocation failure in vectorOW); 
return v-nl: 

} 
*/ 

int drnatrix(int nrl, int nrh, int ncl, int nch, double Tn)  

//allocates a double matrix with range [nrl..nrh][ncl..nch] 
{ 

int i; 

/lallocate pointers to rows 
*m = (double **)malloc((unsigned)(nrh-nrl+l +l)*sizeof(double*)); 
if (! rm) ) 

nrerror("al1ocation failure 2 in matrix0"); 
retum 1 ; 
} 

(*rn)-nri; 

/lallocate rows and set pointers to thern 
for(i=nrl;i-nrh;i++){ 

('m) [il-(double *)malloc((unsigned)(nch-rtcf +1+1 )*sizeof(double)) ; 
if (!rm)m) 

{ 
nrerror("allocation failure 2 in matrixo"); 

return 1; 

Ilreturn pointer to anay of pointers to rows 
return O; 

1 

void free,dvector(double "v, int nl, int nh) 



void frw-dmatrix(double "m,int nrl, int nth, int ml, int nch) 

Ilfrees a matrix ailocated with dmatrix 
{ 

int i; 

for (i=nrh;bnd;i-)free((rn(il+ncl)); 
ftee((m+nri)); 

1 

static double at,bt,ct; 
Mefine PYTHAG(a,b) 
((at=fabs(a))>(bt=fabs(b))?(ct=btlat,at*sq(l .O+ct*ct)):(bt?(ct=aVM.btmsqrt(l .O+ct*ct)):O.O)) 
static double rnaxargl ,maxarg2; 
#define MAX(a,b) (maxaigl -(a) ,maxafg2=(b), (maxarg )>(maxaig2)?(maxargl): (maxarg2)) 
static double minargl ,min-; 
Mefine MIN(a,b)(minargl =(a),minarg2-(b),(minargl)<(minar@)?(minargl):(minarg2)) 
Mefine SIGN(a, b) ((b)>10.0 ? fabs(a):-fabs(a}) 

void dsvdcmp(double **a, int m, int n, double wu, double "v} 
{ 
// float PYTHAG(f1oat a, float b); 

int flag,i,its,j,jj,k,l,nm; 
double anaim,c,f,g,h,s,scale,x,y,z,*~1; 

dvector(1 ,n,&rvl ); 
g-scale-anorrn30.0; 
for (id ;ien;i++) { 

I=i+l; 
tV1 [illscale*~; 
g-s4Cale~.O; 
if (i 6 m) { 

for (k-i;k*m;k++) sale += fabs(a[kJm); 
if (-0) { 

for (k=i;kcm;k++) ( 
a(kJm II scaie; 
s += aritim*aw1m; 



1 
} 
w ( i 1 d e  'g; 
g=s=scale-O.O; 
if(i*m &&i!=n){ 

for (k=I;k&n;k++) scale += fabs(am[lrJ); 
if (scale) { 

for (kd;k*n;k++) { 
am(k] /- scaie; 
s += a(~l~18a~(k l ;  

1 
f=a[i]m; 
g = -SIGN(sqrt(s),f): 
hd'g-S; 
am~il-f*; 
for (k=l;ken;k+-+) rvl [k]-am[k)/h; 
for (j=l;j6m;j++) { 

for ( s - O . O , k - l ; k  s +- amnj'amk]; 
for (k=l;ken;k++) am[k] +- s8rv1 ml; 

1 
for (k-l;k*n;k++) am[k] *= scale; 

1 
1 
anorrn=MAX(anorm,(faôs(w~)+fabs(nrl m))); 



for (k-n;kM ;kg) ( 
for (Rs-1 ;its630;its++) { 

flagd ; 
for (I=k;b=l ;Io) { 

nm=l-1; 
if ((float)(fabs(rvl B)+anorm) - B~OW { 

flag-0; 
break 

1 
if ((fioat)(fabs(w[nm])+anorm) = anorm) break; 

} 
if m e )  { 

C=o*o; 
s-1 *O; 
for (i=l;k=k;i++) ( 

f-s'ml Ii]; 
NI f l i c ' f ~ l  (il; 
if ((float)(fabs(f)+anorm) w anorm) break; 
g=wm; 
h=PYTHAG(f,g); 
wm-h; 
h-1 .Oh;  
~=g%; 
s - -Ph; 
for (j-l;jem;j++) { 

y=aB[nmI; 
z=aIJim; 
am[nm]-yec+t.s; 
amm-2%-y's; 

} 
1 

k 
2-WB]; 
if (1 -- k) { 

w (z< 0.0) { 
~ [ k ]  = -2; 
for (j=l;jen;j++) v ~ M  = -vmM; 

l 
break; 

1 
if (iis 1- 30) nrenor("no convergence in 30 svdcmp îterationsw); 
K = w ~ ;  
nmd-1; 
y-wbml; 
g-NI [nm]; 
h-wl (k]; 
f-((yz)'(y+z)+(-h)'(g+h))f (2*0*h'y); 
gœPMHAG (f,1 *O); 
f-((x-~)'(~+t)+hq(y/(f+SIGiN(g,f)))-h))/~; 
CM-t .O; 
for (j=l;bnm;j++) { 

i-j+1; 
g-im; 
y-wm; 
h d g ;  
ge'g; 



2-PYTHAG(f,h); 
nrl m=z; 
cdz; 
s-hlz; 
f=x8c+g's; 
g = g'c-x's; 
h-y8s; 
y '= c; 
for (U-1 ;jj*n;jj++) { 

x=vliilcn; 
z=vum; 
v~(n=x~c+t's; 
v[Ül~=z*c-x "s; 

1 
z=PMHAG(f ,h); 
wIl]=z; 
if (2) { 

2x1 ,OIz; 
c=fWz; 
s=h8z; 

1 
f=c*g+s8y; 
x=cw y-s'g ; 
for (U-1 ;Mc-mg++) ( 

y=aMüI; 
z=aum; 
a(ulm=y8c+z's; 
a[iij[il-z8c-y's; 

int dsvbksb(doub1e "u, double 'w, double *'v,int m,int n,double 'b,double 'x] 

Psolves A'X-B for a vector X, where A is specified by the mays 
u[l..m],w[l..n].v(l..n][l..nJ as retumed by svdcmp. m and n are the 
dimensions of A, and will be equal for square matilces. b[l ..ml 
is the input righthand sMe. x[l ..n] is the output solution vector.*/ 

for ;@na++){ //calculate transpuse of U'B 
s-0.0; 

M (wm) { 
fot (1-1 ; k m ;  i++) 



for 0-1 ; jen; j++){ flmatrix multiply by V to get ansver. 
s-0.0; 

for (/jd ; jjen; jj++) s +- v[nM*dtmpa; 
x m 4  

1 
free,dvector(dtmp, 1 ,n); 

retum O; 
} 

void get-coeficients() 
{ 

FILE 'Input-file ; 

int iJ ,jj; 
int mm(15] ={6,11,10,10,2,2,11,10,10,2,2,2,2,2, 1) ; 

M = (double ")calloc(l5, sizeof(double O)); 

{ 
M[iJ = (double ")calloc( mmü] , sizeof(double)); 

void getgixelso 

char buffet[80~; 
int i = O; 



while( fgets(buffer, 80, fp) 1- NULL ) 
{ 

sscanf(bufler, "%lf%lr", &(BM[O]), &(Bm[i]) 1; 
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